Abstract. Collagen is a major constituent of the eye and understanding its architecture and biomechanics is critical to preserve and restore vision. We, recently, demonstrated polarized light microscopy (PLM) as a powerful technique for measuring properties of the collagen fibers of the eye, such as spatial distribution and orientation. Our implementation of PLM, however, required sectioning the tissues for imaging using transmitted light. This is problematic because it limits analysis to thin sections. This is not only slow, but precludes study of dynamic events such as pressure-induced deformations, which are central to the role of collagen. We introduce structured polarized light microscopy (SPLM), an imaging technique that combines structured light illumination with PLM to allow imaging and measurement of collagen fiber properties in thick ocular tissues. Using pig and sheep eyes, we show that SPLM rejects diffuse background light effectively in thick tissues, significantly enhancing visualization of optic nerve head (ONH) structures, such as the lamina cribrosa, and improving the accuracy of the collagen fiber orientation measurements. Further, we demonstrate the integration of SPLM with an inflation device to enable direct visualization, deformation tracking, and quantification of collagen fibers in ONHs while under controlled pressure.
Structured polarized light microscopy for collagen fiber structure and orientation quantification in thick ocular tissues Bin 
Introduction
As a major constituent of the eye, collagen fibers are organized into highly complex structures with distinct mechanical and optical properties essential to the normal ocular functions. 1, 2 Recent studies suggest that collagen fibers play an important role in several ocular diseases, such as glaucoma, 3,4 myopia, 5 and keratoconus. 6, 7 Understanding its architecture and biomechanics is thus critical to preserve and restore vision.
Polarized light microscopy (PLM) has recently been demonstrated to be a powerful and robust technique for measuring properties of collagen fibers in ocular tissues, allowing the visualization and analysis of collagen fiber anisotropy, 8 orientation, 9, 10 and of microstructural crimp in the posterior pole 11 and around the globe in sheep 12 and in humans. 13 Our implementations of PLM, however, require sectioning the tissue for imaging using transmitted light, usually after fixation. This is slow, destructive, and limits the analysis to thin sections. More importantly, it precludes the study of dynamic events such as pressure-induced deformations, which are essential to understand eye biomechanics and the role of collagen. [14] [15] [16] Extending PLM imaging from thin sections to thick ocular tissues is thus desirable. However, imaging thick tissues is complicated by strong tissue scattering. 17 Specifically for PLM, multiple scattering introduces nonspecific changes to the polarization state of the reflected light, which causes artifacts in quantification and visualization of fiber properties. To overcome this challenge, we introduce structured polarized light microscopy (SPLM) imaging, a reflected light imaging technique that combines structured light illumination 18 with PLM. SPLM effectively rejects diffuse background light interfering with the polarization analysis and preserves light encoded with useful tissue birefringence information, thus enabling the visualization and quantification of collagen fibers of thick ocular tissues.
In this work, we demonstrate and validate the performance of SPLM as a robust imaging technique for assessing collagen fiber properties of thick ocular tissues. Furthermore, we demonstrate the integration of SPLM with an inflation device for direct visualization and deformation tracking of optic nerve head (ONH) structures, such as the lamina cribrosa. Finally, we discuss the strengths and limitations of SPLM relative to some of the most commonly used techniques to study ocular tissues.
Methods

Sample Preparation and Mounting
We used eyes from sheep and pig under 2-years-old obtained from a local slaughterhouse within 6-h of death. The posterior pole connective tissues of pig and sheep eyes have been shown to be similar to those of humans. [19] [20] [21] To demonstrate that SPLM imaging is appropriate for different species and for both fresh and fixed tissue, the pig eyes were imaged in their fresh state, whereas the sheep eyes were fixed in 10% formalin for 24 h 9 before imaging. We have shown that fixation only causes minimal changes in the overall shape or size of tissues, 22 and in the fiber retardance and orientation. 9 For both fixed and fresh eyes, we hemisected the globe and retained the posterior portion. The top view of the posterior pole and the typical anatomy of the eye is shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) , respectively. The retina and most superficial prelaminar tissues were carefully removed while under the microscope to ensure that the laminar connective tissues were not disrupted. Afterward, the ONH and peripapillary sclera region were excised using a 16-mm diameter trephine [dashed-circle in Fig. 1(a) ]. The ONH is located in the back of the eye, where retinal ganglion cell axons converge and exit the eye through a mesh-like collagenous structure called lamina cribrosa. Both collagen beams and neural tissues are highly scattering, and previous studies have shown that collagen beams are more scattering than neural tissues. 23 The neural tissues appear to have similar properties to white matter, which has weak absorption and the collagen tissues were also reported to have weak absorption. 24, 25 To compare the performance of SPLM on thick tissues with regular PLM on thin sections, we fixed and cryosectioned coronally (transversely) a sheep ONH starting from the anterior side. After each 25-μm-thick section was placed on the glass slide, it was inspected under the microscope. As soon as a good section through the lamina cribrosa was obtained, the cryosectioning was stopped (Fig. 1) . The comparison was thus made between PLM on the last cryosection collected and SPLM of the remaining thick ONH. The thick ONH was placed in a custom inflation chamber for imaging [ Fig. 2(a) ]. The custom chamber allowed clamping the peripheral sclera and controlling pressure using a column filled with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (not shown). 
Imaging and Analysis
We developed an SPLM imaging system, as shown in Fig. 2(a Fig. 2(b) ]. An effective 4× magnification was achieved with the combination of a 1× objective (MVPLAPO 0.25NA, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) and a 4× optical zoom. The spatial frequency used in the imaging was 3 mm −1 . Both pattern projection and image acquisition were controlled by a custom LabVIEW program:
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At each polarization state, two images, I DC and I AC , were derived with the demodulation process shown in Eqs. (1) and (2) . 26 The DC image is equivalent to the reflectance image under planar illumination, whereas the AC image is the image with the diffuse background suppressed. Both AC and DC images at the four polarization states can be used to compute a regular reflectance image (AC or DC) by taking an average of the intensity images at two orthogonal polarization states, e.g., I 0 deg and I 90 deg , and a fiber orientation map as previously described. 9 The thin section was imaged with an inverted microscope (IX83, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) with a strain-free 4× objective using the regular PLM technique that we previously reported. 9 Essentially, the imaging procedure and the analysis of PLM are the same as the one described above for SPLM except using non-SLI transmitted light.
SPLM imaging of Optic Nerve Head
SPLM imaging under zero pressure
Both fixed sheep and fresh pig ONH tissues were imaged with the SPLM imaging system. The thick ONH samples were submerged in PBS and no pressure was applied during imaging. We obtained collagen fiber structure and orientation images with (AC-based analysis) and without SPLM analysis (DC-based analysis). The 25-μm-thick sheep ONH section was rehydrated with PBS, coverslipped, and imaged using regular PLM. To demonstrate the improvement brought about by SPLM, the visibility and contrast of collagen beams and the accuracy of collagen fiber orientation were assessed in collagen fiber structure and orientation images.
SPLM imaging during inflation test
To demonstrate the potential of SPLM for biomechanical studies, we conducted SPLM imaging of a fresh pig ONH during an inflation test. The trephined posterior ONH portion was carefully mounted inside the pressure chamber to ensure that the lamina cribrosa was centered in the field of view. The 16-mm diameter of the sample provides realistic boundary conditions for the ONH and lamina cribrosa within. 27 The anterior chamber is connected to a PBS column with an in-line pressure transducer to monitor the induced intraocular pressure. The pressure was increased from 5 to 50 mmHg in increments of 5 mmHg. After each increase in pressure, we waited 15 min before taking measurements to allow tissue viscoelastic effects to dissipate. 28 On the images from each pressure, we manually delineated the sclera canal and measured the lengths of long and short axes of the canal, D L and D S , respectively. Further, we quantified the canal size, the aspect ratio (¼ D L ∕D S ) as well as local fiber orientation changes along the pressure ramp. Although pigment obscures the beams quite substantially in DC, the beam structure is visible in the AC image. Improvements in collagen visibility can also be observed in the fresh pig ONH images shown in Fig. 4 . Compared with sheep ONH, pig ONH has a denser collagen beam network and thinner beams. The DC image shows very poor visibility of collagen beams with only large beams visible. Smaller beams are almost masked by the scattered light from neural tissues. By rejecting the diffuse signal from neural tissues, the AC image shows many more thin beams with a substantially improved contrast. Two vessel openings indicated with two yellow arrows, almost impossible to recognize in the DC, become well contrasted. Close-up views of the ROIs, indicated with red and green boxes in Fig. 4(b two orientation maps, it is evident that with SPLM, collagen beams are better defined with reduced background, e.g., signals from neural tissues. Orientation lines, computed as described elsewhere, 9 followed the collagen beams very well [ Fig. 5(e) ]. Without SPLM, in thick tissues, orientation lines deviated from the fiber beams, which we have shown is most likely incorrect. The fiber orientation map of the thick ONH obtained with SPLM is very similar, but not identical, to the orientation map of the immediately adjacent thin section imaged with PLM, as should be expected. The collagen beams appear slightly narrower in the PLM images of the cryosection than in the SPLM images of the thick sample. The mean and standard deviation of collagen fiber orientations in the three regions indicated with the yellow boxes in Figs The collagen fiber orientation maps of pig ONH derived with and without SPLM are shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) , respectively. Although the two orientation maps show very similar colors, upon closer examination, it can be discerned that the orientation maps from SPLM follow the structure more closely. Figure 6 (c) shows fiber orientation lines in a close-up of the white ROI shown in Fig. 6(a) . Without referring to the fiber structure image, it is almost impossible to reliably distinguish collagen beams from neural tissues. The light scattering resulted in artifactual fibers within the lamina pores. With SPLM, in Fig. 6(d) , collagen beams are well defined. The collagen beams can be easily followed by tracing orientation lines. The histograms in Fig. 6 was 54.6 deg and is indicated with a dashed-blue line in Fig. 6(e) . The fiber orientation obtained with SPLM had a good agreement with the apparent collagen beam orientation. Figure 6 (f) shows energy-weighted histograms of the fiber orientation in the pore. The energy measurement is directly related to the retardance. 9 Without SPLM, the neural tissue in the pore exhibited a strong directionality with high visibility, which is likely artifactual considering the known organization and properties of the neural tissues in the lamina cribrosa. 30 With SPLM, however, the energy properly scaled down the visibility of the calculated orientation, thus allowing more specific and more accurate visualization of collagen fiber orientation.
SPLM Imaging during the Inflation Test
Figure 7(a) shows an example of an image of a fresh pig ONH mounted in the inflation chamber, with the scleral canal segmented. The red line indicates the canal region and white double-arrows show both short and long axes of the canal. As the pressure increased from 5 to 50 mmHg, the size of the canal increased by 15% from 3.13 to 3.60 mm 2 . It was found that canal expansion underwent two general stages [ Fig. 7(b) ]: the canal expanded more under low pressures (<20 mmHg) and less under high pressures (>20 mmHg). This observation is consistent with the nonlinear material properties of collagenous tissues. It was noted that although the canal expanded, the aspect ratio remained approximately unchanged at 1.842 over 10 pressures. The white box in Fig. 7(a) shows a collagen beam and the inset shows the close-up of that beam with a dotted-line ROI. This ROI was used to track the fiber orientation across inflation pressures as shown in Fig. 7(c) , where at each pressure, the average (dots) and standard deviations (error bars) of the orientation were plotted. The average fiber orientation decreased by 15 
Discussion
We demonstrated that SPLM is an effective and robust method for visualizing and quantifying collagen fiber properties of thick ocular tissues. By utilizing SLI with PLM, the collagen fiber structure images showed a significantly improved contrast between collagen beams and neural tissues, as well as reduced pigment absorption effects. This improved visualization and allowed detecting more lamina cribrosa beams than without SLI. Furthermore, the fiber orientation maps made with SPLM were more accurate. Finally, we demonstrated that SPLM is a valuable tool for direct visualization and tracking of ONH deformation when integrated with an inflation device.
The improvements achieved with SPLM are twofold: (1) "optical removal" of neural tissues around collagen beams and (2) suppression of multiple scattered light. Optical removal can be done because of the lower scattering of neural tissues relative to collagen. Under the structured light illumination, the collagen beams preserve the structured illumination modulation (peak-to-valley of the illumination pattern) better than the neural tissue does. In other words, the modulation is attenuated much faster in neural tissues, resulting in very small modulation detected in the neural tissue region, which results in very small signal intensity after the demodulation processing. This is the effect we refer to as optical removal of neural tissues. As a result, the visibility of collagen beams is greatly enhanced. The second improvement using SPLM was the suppression of the multiple scattered light. As the polarized light propagates into the biological tissue, it interacts with tissues via birefringence and scattering. The tissue birefringence alters the polarization states of the illumination, and the reflected light carries the information about the tissue structure. The multiple scattering events compromise the polarization integrity of the reflected light by introducing scattered light from surrounding collagen and neural tissues. Using the polarization state of multiple scattered light to determine fiber orientations could lead to errors, as has been demonstrated in Sec. 3.1.2. However, the multiple scattering also reduces the modulation of the SLI, and therefore its potentially artifactual signal can be effectively reduced by the demodulation process. Compared with regular reflectance images or DC images, AC images highlight useful polarization changes from collagen fibers with little contribution from multiple scattering, which leads to more accurate quantification of collagen fiber orientation.
Studying tissue response under controlled loadings is a crucial step toward investigating mechanical properties of ocular tissues. [31] [32] [33] [34] Ocular biomechanics have been studied, for example, using scanning light scattering techniques, such as small angle light scattering (SALS) 35 and wide-angle x-ray scattering (WAXS). 27 However, these techniques are limited in that they provide fiber orientation information averaged across the depth of thick tissues. In addition, the spatial resolution is not high enough to resolve individual collagen beams in the lamina cribrosa. 35 Another imaging technique often used to study the eye is second harmonic generation (SHG). SHG is highly specific and sensitive, providing high-resolution visualization of the collagen structures without exogenous labeling. 16, [36] [37] [38] The nonlinear nature of SHG enables optical sectioning and with lower phototoxicity risk than traditional confocal imaging. 18 This is particularly advantageous in thick tissues. Because of these strengths, SHG has been applied to the study of lamina cribrosa structure and biomechanics. 16, [38] [39] [40] Despite the success, SHG also has important limitations, for instance, high resolution and wide field of view can only be achieved at the expense of a substantially longer imaging time, which restricts the type of possible studies. ONH and lamina cribrosa biomechanics are also often studied using optical coherence tomography, which has the important advantage that it can be used in vivo. 1, 41, 42 However, despite exciting advances, such as the integration of polarized light information, 43 ,44 the light-penetration, resolution, and contrast of these systems are not yet sufficient to quantitatively analyze lamina cribrosa beams with the level of detail demonstrated with SPLM in this work. A study using serial sectioning of eyes fixed at various intraocular pressures followed by PLM imaging has addressed some of these issues, and indeed provided valuable findings. 20 However, individual collagen beams of the ONH could not be tracked with pressure. This need for multiple eyes (one at each pressure) increased both experimental complexity and variability of the measurements. While the results were encouraging, they are very time consuming and have low sensitivity to detect effects of small pressure changes.
SPLM imaging has advantages that make it an excellent for deformation visualization and tracking in biomechanical (10) testing studies of the lamina cribrosa. SPLM imaging provides both high-resolution and wide-field imaging capabilities, which allows the visualization of individual collagen beams in ONH and peripapillary sclera without scanning. As a reflected light imaging technique, SPLM can be used to image a variety of thick tissues with minimal tissue processing, which preserves the tissues' intrinsic mechanical properties, a critical prerequisite for mechanical testing of biological samples. Further, SPLM imaging can be very fast (<100 ms for a full-field image) when paired with an advanced polarization sensitive camera, 45 which will allow for time-sensitive deformation measurements.
This study is not the first to use SLI to reduce scattering effects and improve the accuracy of collagen fiber orientation mapping on thick tissues. Yang and colleagues first introduced this use of SLI for heart valve imaging with polarized light spatial frequency-domain imaging (pSFDI) in 2015. 46 Compared with their original method, the SPLM presented here has several advantages. SPLM requires only four images to derive fiber orientations, as opposed to 18 images, or more, required by pSFDI. SPLM uses a higher spatial frequency of 3 mm −1 compared with 1 mm −1 in pSFDI, which permits more effective diffuse background rejection and higher accuracy of orientation quantification. The choice of the spatial frequency at 3 mm −1 was based on the following considerations: a higher spatial frequency is more effective in rejecting diffuse light. However, if the spatial frequency is too high, the demodulated signal will be small, with reduced signal-to-noise ratio, thus adversely affecting the analysis. In a preliminary study (not shown), we found that the spatial frequency at 3 mm −1 provided good background rejection while still maintaining good signal-tonoise ratio for the analysis. Furthermore, projecting with a spatial frequency of 3 mm −1 also satisfied other system requirements, such as allowing sufficient working distance for the inflation device.
Wavelength has been used to control imaging depth, with a shorter wavelength yielding a shallower imaging depth. 47 To image the superficial layer of the tissue, a wavelength such as 275 nm in the UV range could be used. 48 However, UV illumination causes several problems, including potentially harmful ionizing effects and increased system configuration complexity. Compared with wavelength-dependent probing depth, SLI with visible light offers a greater flexibility on controlling the probing depth by adjusting the spatial frequency of the illumination. Under planar illumination, the imaging depth is dependent on the optical properties of the tissue, which are themselves dependent on the wavelength. The imaging depth can be described
where μ a , μ 0 s , and λ are absorption coefficient, reduced scattering coefficient, and wavelength, respectively. 26 Under structured illumination, the imaging depth is further dependent on the spatial frequency and can be described
which offers a much greater tuning range of the imaging depth compared with using planar illumination. 26 The imaging depth can be tuned over a wide range of the spectrum. SLI can be easily integrated into our existing imaging system without complex reconfiguration. At higher spatial frequency, the imaging depth can be estimated as d ≈ ð2πfÞ −1 . 26 In this study, the imaging depth was estimated as 53 μm at f ¼ 3 mm −1 .
It is worth noting that although we demonstrated SPLM imaging with thick ocular tissues with large spatial differences in scattering, the technique will potentially work well on nonocular thick soft collagenous tissues as the underlying principle still applies. For tissues with smaller variations in scattering, the contrast improvement may not be as substantial as the one presented in this study. However, the demodulated image should still appear sharper and better contrasted with the rejection of diffuse background as we demonstrated in Figs. 3(e) and 3(h). Unlike the contrast enhancement, the improvement of the quantification accuracy of collagen fiber orientation is not dependent on the scattering variation. In the other words, the quantification accuracy improvement should be similar for tissues both with and without large spatial scattering variations.
Although these two studies focused on collagen fiber orientation mapping of thick tissues, SLI can be considered as a general illumination strategy to improve accuracy in thick tissue polarimetry, such as full Mueller matrix imaging. 49 Mueller matrix imaging can quantitatively evaluate the polarization and depolarization properties of the tissue, 50 with potential clinical diagnostic applications. 47 Integrating SLI with Mueller polarimetry has the potential to image tissues over a wide range of the spectrum while still maintaining the imaging depth control. Use of SLI does not preclude a depolarization study. The modulation of SLI decreases as it propagates into the tissue due to the scattering. The demodulation analysis rejects highly diffused signal with little modulation from the deep tissues, but preserves the signal maintaining a decreased but detectable modulation. In other words, within the imaged depth, the scattering also exists and introduces some depolarization, which can be further investigated.
This study is an initial demonstration of how SPLM can be integrated with an inflation device to perform direct visualization and deformation tracking in an inflation test of a fresh pig ONH. The quantification of canal deformation and fiber orientation change is intended as a proof of principle for how integrating SPLM imaging could benefit biomechanical studies of ocular tissues. The tissue deformation information can further be studied using advanced analysis techniques such as quantifying material properties using inverse finite-element modeling 51 and quantifying deformation using digital image correlation. 16, 52 The high contrast provided by SPLM suggests that tracking and quantifying deformations using digital image correlation would not require placing markers or adding exogenous contrast agents. In addition to simplifying the experimental setup, this will allow tracking over the entire visible region, instead of only the regions with good markers. An important future direction of SPLM is to capture the deformations in three-dimensional (3-D). The SPLM used in this study captured collagen fiber properties in 2-D. During mechanical testing, the tissue likely deforms in a 3-D space. Although previous studies have suggested that using the analysis with 2-D deformation data may be sufficient for certain studies, 19, 39 capturing the deformation in 3-D would be more accurate. Future studies could incorporate 3-D tissue tracking using techniques such as stereoscopic depth tracking or perhaps utilizing 3-D information of the fibers. 10 
Conclusion
We demonstrated that SPLM is a robust imaging technique for visualization and quantification of collagen fiber structure and orientation in thick ocular tissues. When integrated with a mechanical testing device, SPLM provides direct structure visualization and deformation tracking of collagen structures, which facilitate ocular biomechanical studies. SPLM, although demonstrated for the applications in ocular tissues, can be extended to other types of thick collagenous tissues, e.g., heart valve tissues.
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